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Alfred's Basic Piano Library - Patriotic Solo Book

exploration of the development of American

2 Dennis Alexander 2005-05-03 Playing patriotic

poetic traditions from their beginnings until the

music is enjoyable for young performers, too,

end of the twentieth century. Bringing together the

either during practice or when performing for

insights of fifty distinguished scholars, this literary

family and friends. These Patriotic Books are

history emphasizes the complex roles that poetry

correlated with Lesson Books of Alfred's Basic

has played in American cultural and intellectual

Piano Library. Easy-to-master arrangements of

life, detailing the variety of ways in which both

popular and classic patriotic melodies are

public and private forms of poetry have met the

featured in each volume. Words are also

needs of different communities at different times.

included.

The Cambridge History of American Poetry

The Cambridge History of American Poetry Alfred

recognizes the existence of multiple traditions and

Bendixen 2014-10-27 The Cambridge History of

a dramatically fluid canon, providing current

American Poetry offers a comprehensive

perspectives on both major authors and a number
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of representative figures whose work embodies

Reveille * Taps * You're a Grand Old Flag.

the diversity of America's democratic traditions.

Complete Catalogue of Sheet Music and Musical

Alfred's Basic Piano Course Patriotic Solo Book,

Works published by the Board of Music Trade, etc

Bk 1b 2001-12 Playing patriotic music is

Board of Music Trade (UNITED STATES OF

enjoyable for young performers, too, either during

AMERICA) 1870

practice or when performing for family and

The Battle Hymn of the Republic John Stauffer

friends. These Patriotic Books are correlated with

2013-05-09 It was sung at Ronald Reagan's

Lesson Books of Alfred's Basic Piano Library.

funeral, and adopted with new lyrics by labor

Easy-to-master arrangements of popular and

radicals. John Updike quoted it in the title of one

classic patriotic melodies are featured in each

of his novels, and George W. Bush had it

volume. Words are also included. Titles: America

performed at the memorial service in the National

* America the Beautiful * Anchors Aweigh * Battle

Cathedral for victims of September 11, 2001.

Hymn of the Republic * Hail to the Chief *

Perhaps no other song has held such a
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profoundly significant--and contradictory--place in

and millenarian imagery, she captured the

America's history and cultural memory than the

popular enthusiasm of the time, the sense of a

"The Battle Hymn of the Republic." In this

climactic battle between good and evil; yet she

sweeping study, John Stauffer and Benjamin

made no reference to a particular time or place,

Soskis show how this Civil War tune has become

allowing it to be exported or adapted to new

an anthem for cause after radically different

conflicts, including Reconstruction, sectional

cause. The song originated in antebellum

reconciliation, imperialism, progressive reform,

revivalism, with the melody of the camp-meeting

labor radicalism, civil rights movements, and

favorite, "Say Brothers, Will You Meet Us." Union

social conservatism. And yet the memory of the

soldiers in the Civil War then turned it into "John

song's original role in bloody and divisive Civil

Brown's Body." Julia Ward Howe, uncomfortable

War scuttled an attempt to make it the national

with Brown's violence and militancy, wrote the

anthem. The Daughters of the Confederacy held

words we know today. Using intense apocalyptic

a contest for new lyrics, but admitted that none of
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the entries measured up to the power of the

profound. By following this thread through the

original. "The Battle Hymn" has long helped to

tapestry of American history, The Battle Hymn of

express what we mean when we talk about

the Republic illuminates the fractures and

sacrifice, about the importance of fighting--in

contradictions that underlie the story of our

battles both real and allegorical--for the values

nation.

America represents. It conjures up and confirms

The Singing Bourgeois Derek B. Scott

some of our most profound conceptions of

2017-07-05 First published in 1989, The Singing

national identity and purpose. And yet, as Stauffer

Bourgeois challenges the myth that the 'Victorian

and Soskis note, the popularity of the song has

parlour song' was a clear-cut genre. Derek Scott

not relieved it of the tensions present at its birth--

reveals the huge diversity of musical forms and

tensions between unity and discord, and between

styles that influenced the songs performed in

the glories and the perils of righteous enthusiasm.

middle class homes during the nineteenth

If anything, those tensions became more

century, from the assimilation of Celtic and Afro-
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American culture by songwriters, to the

features an additional chapter which provides a

emergence of forms of sacred song performed in

broad survey of music and class in London,

the home. The popularity of these domestic songs

drawing on sources that have appeared since the

opened up opportunities to women composers,

book's first publication. An overview of recent

and a chapter of the book is dedicated to the

research is also given in a section of additional

discussion of women songwriters and their work.

notes. The new bibliography of nineteenth-century

The commercial success of bourgeois song

British and American popular song is the most

through the sale of sheet music demonstrated

comprehensive of its kind and includes

how music might be incorporated into a system of

information on twentieth-century collections of

capitalist enterprise. Scott examines the early

songs, relevant periodicals, catalogues,

amateur music market and its evolution into an

dictionaries and indexes, as well as useful

increasingly professionalized activity towards the

databases and internet sites. The book also

end of the century. This new updated edition

features an accompanying CD of songs from the
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period.

war, and pacifism, this book provides a window

Songs of the Civil War Irwin Silber 1995-01-01

into those perilous times from the viewpoint of

Reprint. Originally published: New York: Columbia

Mainline and Evangelical Protestants, Roman

University Press, 1960.

Catholics, Lutherans, Pentecostals, Mennonites,

American Churches and the First World War

Quakers, Mormons, and Jehovah's Witnesses.

Gordon L. Heath 2016-10-31 The centenary of

Also included are chapters on developments

America's declaration of war in 1917 is a fitting

among American military chaplains in the First

time to examine afresh the reaction of the

World War and the reaction of the American

American churches to the conflict. What was the

churches to the Armenian Genocide.

impact of the war on the churches as well as the

Lost Cleopatra: A Tale of Ancient Hollywood

churches' hoped-for influence on the nation's war

Phillip Dye 2020-08-24 This is the story of

effort? Commenting on themes such as

Cleopatra, a motion picture made in 1917; how it

nationalism, nativism, nation-building, dissent, just

was made, how it was received, how it was lost,
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and why its absence is such a tragedy. This is a

significance long after the era in which they were

true story, except for the parts that are not

written passes. "Battle Hymn of the Republic" is

true.The tale involves different personalities who

one such piece. Its history began in the Civil War

became involved in the production, including Ruth

era. Its words were written when the lyricist, Julia

St. Denis, one of the founders of modern dance;

Ward Howe, visited a Union army camp in 1861.

Anne Haviland, the ‘famous psychic perfumist;’

While initially the song was intended to rally

Edward Bernays, ‘the father of public relations;’

abolitionists, soldiers, and suffragettes, its

Major Funkhouser, the powerful Chicago censor;

meanings are many. This engaging book

and Topsy, the Army camel. However, the two

examines how Howe's words continue to unfold

dominant figures in the story of Cleopatra were its

today, while also tracing the unique history of the

producer, William Fox, and its star, Theda Bara.

song's melody. Using easy-to-read sheet music,

Battle Hymn of the Republic Kristen Susienka

sidebars, fun facts, timelines, and historical and

2019-07-15 There are key songs that hold

new photographs, this book tells the tale of how
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this song materialized and how it earned its place

disciplines examine how people represent their

as one of the most patriotic songs in the United

experiences. This collection of original essays,

States.

the first of its kind, argues that the conversation

Music and History Jeffrey H. Jackson 2005 This

between scholars in the two fields can become

book begins with a simple question: Why haven't

richer and more mutually informing. The volume

historians and musicologists been talking to one

features an eloquent personal essay by historian

another? Historians frequently look to all aspects

Lawrence W. Levine, whose work has inspired a

of human activity, including music, in order to

whole generation of scholars working on African

better understand the past. Musicologists inquire

American music in American history. The first six

into the social, cultural, and historical contexts of

essays address widely different aspects of

musical works and musical practices to develop

musical culture and history ranging from women

theories about the meanings of compositions and

and popular song during the French Revolution to

the significance of musical creation. Both

nineteenth-century music publishing in
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Two additional

C. Pelkey, Portage, Michigan, is assistant

essays by scholars outside of musicology and

professor of music at Western Michigan

history represent a new kind of disciplinary

University. He is a member of the College Music

bridging by using the methods of cultural studies

Society, and his work has appeared in music-

to look at cross-dressing in nineteenth- and early

related periodicals.

twentieth-century opera and blues responses to

Alfred's Basic Piano Course Patriotic Solo Book,

lynching in the New South. The last four essays

Bk 2 Dennis Alexander 2001-12 Playing patriotic

offer models for collaborative, multidisciplinary

music is enjoyable for young performers, too,

research with a special emphasis on popular

either during practice or when performing for

music. Jeffrey H. Jackson, Memphis, Tennessee,

family and friends. These Patriotic Books are

is assistant professor of history at Rhodes

correlated with Lesson Books of Alfred's Basic

College. He is the author of Making Jazz French:

Piano Library. Easy-to-master arrangements of

Music and Modern Life in Interwar Paris. Stanley

popular and classic patriotic melodies are
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featured in each volume. Words are also

copyright date, first lines of music, lyrics, and

included. Stars and Stripes and Yankee Doodle

other data. Includes 30 black-and-white

are Federation Festivals 2016--2020 selections.

illustrations.

Titles: America * America the Beautiful * Battle

Battle Hymns Christian McWhirter 2012 Battle

Hymn of the Republic * The Caisson Song * The

Hymns

Marines' Hymn * Simple Gifts * The Star-

The Civil War Songbook Richard Crawford 1977

Spangled Banner * The Stars and Stripes Forever

Thirty-seven songs: The Battle Cry of Freedom,

* Yankee Doodle. A Federation Festivals

When Johnny Comes Marching Home, Battle

2020-2024 selection.

Hymn of the Republic, 34 more.

The Book of World-famous Music James J. Fuld

The Civil War and Reconstruction Ray Broadus

2000-01-01 Well-researched compilation of music

Browne 2003 In this vivid look at the popular

information, analyzes nearly 1,000 of the world's

culture of the era, Browne and Kreiser examine

most familiar melodies -- composers, lyricists,

how Americans coped with this cataclysmic
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period.

Great Depression change the lives of working

Battle Hymn of the Republic Easiest Piano Sheet

class families in eastern cities? How did the

Music William Steffe 2016-05-19 Patriotic Hymn

discovery of gold in California transform the lives

for Simplified Piano A SilverTonalities

of native American, Hispanic, and white

Arrangement! Easy Note Style Sheet Music Letter

communities in western territories? Organized by

Names of Notes embedded in each Notehead!

time period as spelled out in the National

The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Daily Life in

Standards for U.S. History, these four volumes

America [4 volumes] Randall M. Miller Ph.D.

effectively analyze the diverse whole of American

2008-12-30 The course of daily life in the United

experience, examining the domestic, economic,

States has been a product of tradition,

intellectual, material, political, recreational, and

environment, and circumstance. How did the Civil

religious life of the American people between

War alter the lives of women, both white and

1763 and 2005. Working under the editorial

black, left alone on southern farms? How did the

direction of general editor Randall M. Miller,
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professor of history at St. Joseph's University, a

Contemporary America, 1940-Present. Each

group of expert volume editors carefully integrate

volume includes a selection of primary

material drawn from volumes in Greenwood's

documents, a timeline of important events during

highly successful Daily Life Through History

the period, images illustrating the text, and

series with new material researched and written

extensive bibliography of further information

by themselves and other scholars. The four

resources—both print and electronic—and a

volumes cover the following periods: The War of

detailed subject index.

Independence and Antebellum Expansion and

Exploring Lincoln Craig L. Symonds 2015-03-02

Reform, 1763-1861, The Civil War,

Ubiquitous and enigmatic, the historical Lincoln,

Reconstruction, and the Industrialization of

the literary Lincoln, even the cinematic Lincoln

America, 1861-1900, The Emergence of Modern

have all proved both fascinating and irresistible.

America, World War I, and the Great Depression,

Though some 16,000 books have been written

1900-1940 and Wartime, Postwar, and

about him, there is always more to say, new
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aspects of his life to consider, new facets of his

from the late 18th century to the year after

persona to explore. Enlightening and entertaining,

adoption of the 19th amendment to the

Exploring Lincoln offers a selection of sixteen

Constitution granting women the right to vote. In

papers presented at the Lincoln Forum symposia

chronological order, the entries present

over the past three years. Shining new light on

bibliographic data (words by, music by, published

particular aspects of Lincoln and his tragically

in, published by, copyright, size, cover, inside,

abbreviated presidency, Exploring Lincoln

key, location) on each piece of music, a

presents a compelling snapshot of current Lincoln

photographic depiction of the cover or first page

scholarship and a fascinating window into

(where available), and the complete lyrics for

understanding America’s greatest president.

each piece. Included are early music of a

Suffragist Sheet Music Danny O. Crew

rebellious nature, music surrounding the early

2015-09-16 This is an exhaustive reference work

woman's rights conventions, and pro and anti

of sheet music published in the United States

woman's rights and suffrage pieces from 1795 on;
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a limited number of entries on non-U.S. sheet

overtures and sinfonias, originally scored for

music are presented also. General music about

orchestra, superbly arranged for solo keyboard.

women, sentimental and love songs, and songs

They have been reprinted from an extremely rare

related to traditional roles and stereotypes have

edition originally printed, probably in the 1750s,

not been included.

by Handel's London publisher, John Walsh.

60 Handel Overtures Arranged for Solo Keyboard

Happily, these brilliant works have lost nothing in

George Frideric Handel 1993-01-01 The dramatic

translation of their Handelian vitality and interest.

overture had its beginnings in Renaissance court

Many of them, such as the overtures to "Messiah,

entertainments, which often began with a flourish

Acis and Galatea, Alexander s Feast, Julius

of trumpets. It reached a high point of inspiration

Caesar, "the second overture in "Solomon"

in the overtures that George Frideric Handel

(known as the "Arrival of the Queen of Sheba"),

(1685 1759) composed for his operas and

and the so-called Water Musick, are very familiar

oratorios. This volume presents 60 Handel

to music lovers. Some will be fresh discoveries
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for keyboard players. Together they demonstrate

correlated with Lesson Books of Alfred's Basic

Handel s exciting theatrical sense, his technical

Piano Library. Easy-to-master arrangements of

virtuosity in composition, and his dazzling mastery

popular and classic patriotic melodies are

of musical forms, which he often combined into

featured in each volume. Words are also

his own unique creations. This edition preserves

included.

the original keyboard notation, amazingly precise

Bach's the Art of Fugue & a Companion to the

in its elegant execution and, of course, entirely

Art of Fugue Donald Francis Tovey 2013

legible to present-day performers."

Complete score of The Art of Fugue plus

Alfred's Basic Piano Library - Patriotic Solo Book

extensive commentary features all 14 fugues plus

1A Gayle Kowalchyk 2005-05-03 Playing patriotic

the four canons. The commentary outlines the

music is enjoyable for young performers, too,

fugues' contrapuntal devices and offers keen

either during practice or when performing for

observations on the composer's craftsmanship.

family and friends. These Patriotic Books are

Werner's Readings and Recitations:
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Impersonations (c1891) 1891

they developed and changed over time. Because

Catalog of Copyright Entries Library of Congress.

of the relative scarcity of Klan–related music,

Copyright Office 1960

non–Klan music that mentions the word “Klan” is

Ku Klux Klan Sheet Music Danny O. Crew

included. These obscure references help place

2015-09-16 The Ku Klux Klan has received much

the Klan in a larger social perspective and are

attention for its violent activities, but

very important in documenting anti–Klan musical

comparatively little research has been done on its

reaction. In instances where a song merely

musical legacy. The printed music that still exists

mentions the Klan, usually in only one verse or in

is spread throughout the nation in both public and

the chorus, then only that verse containing the

private collections. This work presents,

Klan reference, plus appropriate context, is

chronologically, the music associated with the

included. The catalogue also includes

Klan from 1867 to 2002, thus enabling readers to

Klan–related music that does not have lyrics,

sense the arguments and attitudes of the Klan as

such as marches, waltzes, two-steps, and several
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Klan–related pieces that were published in

pieces.

Europe. Sheet music was virtually nonexistent

Werner's Readings and Recitations 1891

after the 1930s, so in order to capture a feeling of

Dances for Solo Piano Antonin Dvorak

Klan–related music today, a limited discography

2013-09-19 "This Dover edition, first published in

of Klan–related recordings from 1920 to 2002 is

2013, is a new compilation of works by Antonain

also included.

Dvoeraak, reprinted from early authoritative

Danse Macabre and Other Piano Transcriptions

editions"--Title page verso.

Franz Liszt 2013-01-01 Original collection

Songs of America Jon Meacham 2019-06-11

features Liszt's interpretations of his own

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A

"Totentanz" plus Saint-Saens' "Danse Macabre, "

celebration of American history through the music

Berlioz's "Dance of the Sylphes" from" The

that helped to shape a nation, by Pulitzer Prize

Damnation of Faust, "Weber's "Overtures to Die

winner Jon Meacham and music superstar Tim

""Freischutz" and "Oberon, "and several other

McGraw “Jon Meacham and Tim McGraw form
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an irresistible duo—connecting us to music as an

chronicles our history, exploring the stories

unsung force in our nation's history.”—Doris

behind the songs, and Tim McGraw reflects on

Kearns Goodwin Through all the years of strife

them as an artist and performer. Their

and triumph, America has been shaped not just

perspectives combine to create a unique view of

by our elected leaders and our formal politics but

the role music has played in uniting and shaping

also by our music—by the lyrics, performers, and

a nation. Beginning with the battle hymns of the

instrumentals that have helped to carry us

revolution, and taking us through songs from the

through the dark days and to celebrate the bright

defining events of the Civil War, the fight for

ones. From “The Star-Spangled Banner” to

women’s suffrage, the two world wars, the Great

“Born in the U.S.A.,” Jon Meacham and Tim

Depression, the civil rights movement, the

McGraw take readers on a moving and insightful

Vietnam War, and into the twenty-first century,

journey through eras in American history and the

Meacham and McGraw explore the songs that

songs and performers that inspired us. Meacham

defined generations, and the cultural and political
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climates that produced them. Readers will

songs as “My Country, ’Tis of Thee,” “God Bless

discover the power of music in the lives of figures

America,” “Over There,” “We Shall Overcome,”

such as Harriet Tubman, Franklin Roosevelt,

and “Blowin’ in the Wind.” As Quincy Jones

Eleanor Roosevelt, and Martin Luther King, Jr.,

says, Meacham and McGraw have “convened a

and will learn more about some of our most

concert in Songs of America,” one that reminds

beloved musicians and performers, including

us of who we are, where we’ve been, and what

Marian Anderson, Elvis Presley, Sam Cooke,

we, at our best, can be.

Aretha Franklin, Bob Dylan, Duke Ellington,

Singing, Soldiering, and Sheet Music in America

Carole King, Bruce Springsteen, and more. Songs

during the First World War Christina Gier

of America explores both famous songs and

2016-10-19 An advertisement in the sheet music

lesser-known ones, expanding our understanding

of the song “Goodbye Broadway, Hello France”

of the scope of American music and lending

(1917) announces: “Music will help win the war!”

deeper meaning to the historical context of such

This ad hits upon an American sentiment
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expressed not just in advertising, but heard from

situates them in the social discourses, including

other sectors of society during the American

issues of segregation and suffrage, and the

engagement in the First World War. It was an

historical context of the war. The transfer of

idea both imagined and practiced, from military

musical styles between the civilian and military

culture to sheet music writers, about the power of

realm was fluid because so many men were

music to help create a strong military and national

enlisted from homes with the sheet music while

community in the face of the conflict; it appears

they were also singing songs in their military

straightforward. Nevertheless, the published sheet

training. Close musical analysis brings the

music, in addition to discourse about gender,

meaningful musical and lyrical expressions of this

soldiering and music, evince a more complex

time period to the forefront of our understanding

picture of society. This book presents a study of

of soldier and civilian music making at this time.

sheet music and military singing practices in

Complete Piano Rags Scott Joplin 2012-12-06 All

America during the First World War that critically

38 piano rags by the acknowledged master of the
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form, reprinted from the publishers' original

owe the world. In A Fiery Gospel, Richard M.

editions complete with sheet music covers.

Gamble describes how this camp-meeting tune,

Introduction by David A. Jasen.

paired with Howe's evocative lyrics, became one

A Fiery Gospel Richard M. Gamble 2019-05-15

of the most effective instruments of religious

Since its composition in Washington's Willard

nationalism. He takes the reader back to the

Hotel in 1861, Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of

song's origins during the Civil War, and reveals

the Republic" has been used to make America

how those political and military circumstances

and its wars sacred. Few Americans reflect on its

launched the song's incredible career in American

violent and redemptive imagery, drawn freely from

public life. Gamble deftly considers the idea

prophetic passages of the Old and New

behind the song—humming the tune, reading the

Testaments, and fewer still think about the

music for us—all while reveling in the multiplicity

implications of that apocalyptic language for how

of meanings of and uses to which Howe's lyrics

Americans interpret who they are and what they

have been put. "The Battle Hymn of the Republic"
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has been versatile enough to match the needs of

piece in the uncertain amalgam that was and is

Civil Rights activists and conservative nationalists,

American civil religion.

war hawks and peaceniks, as well as Europeans

Petrie's complete Irish music George Petrie 1902

and Americans. This varied career shows readers

The work of 100 years and three generations of

much about the shifting shape of American

archivists, this compilation, which originally

righteousness. Yet it is, argues Gamble, the

appeared in 1905, encompasses the musical

creator of the song herself—her Abolitionist

wealth of a nation.

household, Unitarian theology, and Romantic and

The American Song Treasury Theodore Raph

nationalist sensibilities—that is the true conductor

2012-12-19 Wonderful sing-along favorites with

of this most American of war songs. A Fiery

easy-to-play piano arrangements, guitar chords,

Gospel depicts most vividly the surprising

and complete lyrics: Greensleeves, Auld Lang

genealogy of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic,"

Syne, Down in the Valley, My Wild Irish Rose,

and its sure and certain position as a cultural

Yellow Rose of Texas, and many more.
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Russian Piano Music Andor Pinter 2013-01-16

Sheet Music Junior Edition William Steffe

This collection of 44 pieces spotlights the works

2016-06-21 Patriotic Hymn for Easy Piano Junior

of important Russian composers who popularized

Edition A SilverTonalities Arrangement! Easy

their native folk music. Contributors include

Note Style Sheet Music Letter Names of Notes

Michael Glinka, Alexander Borodin, Modest

embedded in each Notehead!

Mussorgsky, Nikolas Rimsky-Korsakov, Alexander

Hit Songs, 1900_1955 Don Tyler 2007-04-02

Scriabin, and others.

This is a chronology of the most famous songs

Battle Hymn of the Republic - Easy Piano Sheet

from the years before rock 'n' roll. The top hits for

Music Willam Steffe 2016-06-21 Popular Patriotic

each year are described, including vital

Anthem for Easy Piano A SilverTonalities

information such as song origin, artist(s), and

Arrangement! Easy Note Style Sheet Music Letter

chart information. For many songs, the author

Names of Notes embedded in each Notehead!

includes any web or library holdings of sheet

Battle Hymn of the Republic - Easiest Piano

music covers, musical scores, and free audio
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files. An extensive collection of biographical

Coates, includes lyrics and chord symbols so

sketches follows, providing performing credits,

anyone can join in the fun! Titles: America (My

relevant professional awards, and brief

Country 'Tis of Thee) * America the Beautiful *

biographies for hundreds of the era's most

Anchors Aweigh * Battle Hymn of the Republic *

popular performers, lyricists, and composers.

The Caissons Go Rolling Along * Hail to the Chief

Includes an alphabetical song index and

* The Marines' Hymn * Over There * Semper

bibliography.

Paratus * The Star-Spangled Banner * The Stars

Top-Requested Patriotic Sheet Music 2014-06

and Stripes Forever * Tenting on the Old

Celebrate America with some of the most beloved

Campground * This Land Is Your Land * The U.S.

patriotic songs in one book! These 19 selections

Air Force * The Washington Post * When Johnny

capture the American spirit and are sure to instill

Comes Marching Home Again * When the Saints

pride in anyone wishing to play or sing along.

Go Marching In * The Yankee Doodle Boy *

Each song, arranged for easy piano by Dan

You're a Grand Old Flag. "The Caissons Go
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Rolling Along" and "The Star-Spangled Banner"
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